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Applications

• Labor supply
• Human capital

Female labor supply
• A key feature of female labor supply is that a large percentage

of women (particularly married women) do not work during
significant portions of their life cycle.
• The central role of the decision of whether or not to work has

made the DCDP approach more common in the study of
female labor supply than in the literature on males.
• The literature on women has also emphasized the relationship

between participation and human capital accumulation, while
tending to ignore saving.
• The literature has also striven to model how fertility, marriage

and participation decisions interact.

The first paper to adopt a full solution approach to modeling
female labor supply was Eckstein and Wolpin (1989).
The main focus of the paper is on how the decision to work today
affects wages and tastes for work in the future.

Thus, the paper focuses on three of the four issues central to the
female labor supply literature:
(i) fixed costs of working,
(ii) human capital accumulation, and
(iii) state dependence in tastes for work.

To make estimation feasible (given 1989 computing technology)
Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) make some key simplifying
assumptions.
• Ignore savings and assume a static budget constraint.
• Ignore the choice of hours of work and treat labor supply as a

discrete work/no-work decision.
• Do not model fertility (focus on woman age 39 or older in

1967)
• Take marriage as exogenous

Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) model

Assume a utility function for married woman i at age t given by:
Uit = Cit + α1 pit + α2 Cit pit + α3 Xit pit + α4 Nit pit + α5 Si pit

(1)

where pit is an indicator for labor force participation, Xit is work
experience (the sum of the lagged pit ’s), Nit is a vector of numbers
of children in various age ranges (0-5 and 6-17) and Si is the
woman’s completed schooling.

Budget constraint is
Cit = wit pit + ytH − cNit − bpt

(2)

where wit the wife’s wage (annual earnings) if she works and ytH is
the annual income of the husband (assumed exogenous).

The assumption that utility is linear in consumption has some
important consequences:
- Substitution of (2) into (1) makes clear that we cannot separately
identify the fixed cost of work b and the monetary costs of children
c from the disutility of work α1 and the effect of children on the
disutility of work α4 . Thus, b and c are normalized to zero.

- The model will exhibit no income effects on labor supply unless
consumption and participation interact in the utility function.
- If α2 = 0, then husband’s income will have no impact on the
wife’s labor supply.
- A clear pattern in the data is that women with higher income
husbands are less likely to work, which would imply that α2 < 0.

• Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) assume a standard log earnings

function (linear in schooling, quadratic in work experience)
with both a stochastic productivity shock and measurement
error.
• No shocks to tastes for work.
• Husband’s earnings is a deterministic function of husband’s

age, a fixed effect, and a schooling/age interaction.
• The decision rule for participation is to work if the offer wage

exceeds the reservation wage, a deterministic function of the
state.
• Measurement error accounts for cases where women are

observed to make decisions that violate this condition.

• Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) estimate the model by maximum

likelihood using data on 318 white married women from the
NLS Mature Women’s cohort.
• The data set contained 3020 total observations, 53% of which

were for working years.
• The discount factor is fixed at 0.952.
• The estimates show substantial selection bias in OLS wage

equation estimates. The OLS schooling coefficient is 0.08,
while the model estimate (which corrects for selection) is 0.05.
• The measurement error in wages cannot be estimated using

wage data alone. Joint estimation of a wage equation and a
labor supply model does allow measurement error to
estimated, as true wage variation affects behavior while
measurement error does not.

• Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) find that α2 < 0; as expected,

husband income reduces the wife’s participation rate.
• Consider a woman age 39 with 15 years of work experience, 12

years of schooling, no children and a husband with $10,000 in
annual earnings (which is close to the mean in the data).
• The baseline prediction of the model is that she will work 5.9

years out of the 21 years through age 59, or 28% of the time.
• If husband’s earnings increase 50% the model predicts her

participation rate will drop by half, to 14%.

Van der Klaauw (1996)

• Extends Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) to include marriage as a

choice
• Single women get prob of a marriage offer. Start model at age

when woman leaves school (as young as age 14).
• Children arrive by a stochastic process that depends on state

variables (marital status, education, age, race)
• Separate taste shock for each mutually exclusive choices

(working X marriage = 4 choices)

• Not a search model of marriage - no match component and no

incentive to reject a marriage offer in the hopes of receiving a
better one.
• Woman’s wage includes a lagged participation indicator
• Wage specified in levels, not logs, and iid extreme value

assumed.
• Uses the model to simulate the impact of an exogenous $1000
increase in annual wages
• leads to 25% increase in work experience by age 35
• leads to a one year increase in average years to marriage

Francesconi (2002)

• Extends Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) by making fertility a

choice and allowing full-time and part-time work.
• 6 choices (no work, work part-time, work full-time and have a

child or not)
• Marriage exogenous - model begins when woman gets married.
• Husband’s income a function of wife’s characteristics
• Error term in wage offer equation and taste shock for children

joint normally distributed.
• Additional measurement error in wages

• Uses simulation methods to evaluate integrals.
• Assumes only number of children and not ages enter the state

space (but can distinguish newborns)
• Estimated using NLS Young Women’s Survey (765 white

women)
• Find re to education 8.5% in the full-time offer wage, 7.6% in

the part-time offer wage
• Simulates how a permanent change in wages would affect

labor supply.

Keane and Wolpin (2010)
• Marriage and fertility treated as choices.
• Full-time and Part-time work options.
• Schooling is a choice
• Welfare participation is a choice
• 30 options per period during fertile years.
• Prob of coresidence with parents and of receiving parental

income support is stochastic (not a choice)
• Marriage is a search process
• Marriage offer = mean wage of husband, marriage quality

draw (fixed that becomes part of state space)
• Gives woman an incentive to reject offers to wait for a better
one.

• Model is non stationary because welfare rules change over time

and differ by state.
• Need assumption on how women forecast changes in rules.
• Develop a five parameter function to characterize welfare rues

and assume state-specific VAR used to forecast future rules.

• Women receive utility/disutility from children, pregnancy,

marriage, school attendance, welfare participation, and
"non-leisure" time.
• Five taste shocks that imply a non-zero probability of

observing any choice outcome.
• Incorporate six unobserved types.
• Estimate using NLSY-79 data and using California, Michigan,

New York, North Carolina and Ohio
• Use model to predict Texas (hold-out state)

• Do simulations where they increase wage offers by 5% for each

type. They find a lot of heterogeneity in responses. Find an
increase in schooling and a decrease in teen pregnancy.
• Find wage elasticities of low skill women are much higher than

for high skill women.
• Find black women face a worse marriage market (lower

husband mean wage offers)
• Find black women have a greater preference for children.

• Equalizing marriage opportunities for black and white women

or equalizing labor market opportunities would both reduce
welfare participation gaps.
• Equalizing marriage market opportunities also reduces

employment of black women.
• Welfare stigma effects accounts for very little of the difference

in black-white behavior.
• Eliminating welfare would eliminate employment gap and

increase black marriage rates.

Male labor supply

• The literature on males has emphasized the continuous choice

of hours of work and savings, with participation usually taken
as given.
• Given an assumption of interior solutions, most papers on

dynamics of male labor supply have worked with the first order
conditions of agents’ optimization problems, rather than using
the DCDP approach.
• Imai and Keane (2004)) that adapts the DCDP approach to

the case of continuous choices of labor supply and
consumption.

Human Capital

Keane and Wolpin (1997)
• A dynamic model of schooling, work and occupational choice.
• Extends the framework of Heckman and Sedlacek (1985) by

making the choice of schooling and the accumulation of
experience endogenous.
• Also extends the Rosen and Willis (1979) frameworks by

distinguishing the choice of schooling from the choice of
occupational sector, introducing true dynamics and
uncertainty.
• Investigate how school attainment and occupation-specific

work experience affect the production of occupation specific
skills.
• Also examine how altering incentives to attend college, such as

tuition subsidies, affects behavior.

Model
• Assumes that individuals have five choices in every time period:

(i) attend school
(ii) work in a white-collar occupation
(iii) work in a blue-collar occupation
(iv) work in the military
(v) engage in home production.
• There is a finite horizon, from age 16 to age A during which

individuals accumulate schooling and occupation-specific
experience which affects future wages.
• People differ in paths over their lifecycle because of differences

in endowments and differences in stochastic shocks.

Notation

• Assume that there are m alternatives, where m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
• dm (a) = 1 if alternative m is chosen at date t.
• Rm (a) represent the reward from choosing alternative m ,

which captures all benefits and costs associated with that
alternative.
• The first three alternatives {1, 2, 3} are work alternatives and

the reward is the wage.
• rm denote the rental price for skill occupational sector m and

let em (a) denote the occupation-specific skill units.

The reward is given by:
Rm (a) = wm (a) = rm em (a).
The technology for skill production depends on the number of years
of schooling accumulated, g (a), and on occupation-specific work
˙
experience, xm (a).
Assume that the production function takes the form:
2
em (a) = exp[em (16) + em1 g (a) + em2 xm (a) − em3 xm
(a) + εm (a)].

The term em (16) represents the endowment of skill at age 16.

The log wage equation is then given by:
2
ln wm (a) = ln rm + em (16) + em1 g (a) + em2 xm (a) − em3 xm
(a) + εm (a)

Note that the wage equation has the Mincer (1958, 1972) form of
being linear in years of education and quadratic in experience, but
it has the Ben-Porath (1967) interpretation.

If a person goes to school, the per period reward is:

R4 (a) = e4 (16)+ε4 (a)−tc1 1(attend college)-tc2 1(attend graduate school)
where 1(·) is an indicator function that equals one if the event in
paretheses is true. tc1 and tc2 are tuition costs (estimated), e4 (16)
is endowed skill at age 16 and ε4 (a) is a random component.
Alternative 5 is to stay home and the associated reward is given by:
R5 (a) = e5 (16) + ε5 (a),
where e5 (16) is the skill endowment and ε5 (a) the random error
component.

• The initial conditions in the model are:

g (16) − the highest grade completed at age 16
along with the unobserved endowments.
• It is assumed that experience is zero for all alternatives in the

first period.
• The shock components are assumed to be joint normally

distributed and serially independent (conditional on the
unobserved endowments):


ε1 (a)
 ε2 (a) 


 ε3 (a)  ˜N(0, Ω).


 ε4 (a) 
ε5 (a)

Define a vector of age 16 endowments:
e(16) = [e1 (16), e2 (16), e3 (16), e4 (16), e5 (16)].
Define a vector of work experience accumulated in the different
sectors:
x(a) = [x1 (a), x2 (a), x3 (a), x4 (a), x5 (a)].
The shock vector is
ε(a) = [ε1 (a), ε2 (a), ..., ε5 (a)].
The state space at any given age is:
s(a) = {e(16), g (a), x(a), ε(a)},
which contains all the relevant history.

Let dm (a) = 1 if alternative m is chosen at age a.
The value function at age a is the maximum over all possible
sequences of future choices.
"
V (s(a), a) = max E
{dm (a)}

A

5

#

∑ δ τ−a ∑ Rm (a)dm (a)|s(a)

t=a

m=1

The problem can be written in Bellman equation form.
The alternative specific value function is
Vm (s(a), a) = Rm (s(a), a) + δ E [V (s(a + 1), a + 1)|s(a), dm (a) = 1]
for a < A, and
Vm (s(A), A) = Rm (S(A), A)
in the last time period. The expectation is taken over wage and
preference shocks.

The value function is the max over the alternative specific value
functions:

V (s(a), a) = max Vm (s(a), a)
m∈M

The state variables that evolve in the model are the accumulated
sector-specific experience and the completed schooling:

xm (a + 1) = xm (a) + dm (a)
g (a + 1) = g (a) + d4 (a)

m = 1, 2, 3
g (a) ≤ ḡ

Decision Process
• At age 16, given initial conditions e(16) and g (16), the

individual draws random shocks ε(16).
• He calculates the alternative specific value functions and

chooses the one with the highest value.
• This step is repeated at each age until age A.
• The solution to the model is the set of regions of ε(a) over

which each choice is optimal.
• There is no closed form, so the solution has to be obtained

numerically.

• The observed data are the sector choices that people make and

their observed wages (for the sectors with pecuniary rewards):

[dnm (a), wnm (a)dnm (a) : m ∈ {1, 2, 3}]
[dnm (a) : m ∈ {4, 5}]

• In the dataset, we only observe wages and choices for part of

the life time.
• It is assumed that individuals observe contemporaneous shocks

ε(a) but we do not.

The state space that we observe (exclusive of the shocks) is:
s̄(a) = s(a) net of shocks=[e(16), g (a), x(a)].
The likelihood is
Pr [c(16), ..., c(a)|g (16), e(16)] = Πāa=16 Pr[c(a)|s̄(a)].

Estimation

The estimation proceeds by
(i) choosing an initial set of parameters,
(ii) solving numerically the solution to the dynamic programming
problem (starting with the last period to the first),
(iii) computing the likelihood, and
(iv) iterating to maximize the likelihood until convergence.

• An extended version of the model in the paper allows for the

possibility that individuals do not have the same age 16
endowments.
• Assume that there are k types with heterogeneous age 16

endowments.
ek (16) = {emk (16) : m = 1, ..5}
• Then the likelihood is given by
L
ΠN
Σ
n=1 k=1 πk Lnk ,

where πk is the probability of an individual being a certain type
and Lnk is the likelihood conditional on being that type.
• The πk are additional model parameters to be estimated.
• The probability of being a certain type can depend on initial

conditions

Initial conditions
• One of the initial conditions is the schooling attained at age

16, g (16).
• If the shocks were serially correlated, then it would be

problematic to condition on g (16), because g (16) reflects prior
schooling decisions that would be affected by earlier shocks.
The distribution of later shocks would not be invariant to
conditioning on g (16).
• If the shocks are iid, then conditioning on g (16) is not

problematic.
• The assumption is that g (16) is exogenous with respect to the

shocks conditional on the unobserved type.

• Taking into account the initial condition, the likelihood is:
L
ΠN
Σ
n=1 k=1 πk|gn(16) Pr[cn (a)|gn (16), type = k]

• The type probability is estimated as a function of the initial

conditions.

Empirical Results

• The model is estimated on data from the NLSY79.
• Analyses subsample consists of 1373 observations on white

males who were age 16 or less as of Oct. 1, 1977 and who are
following through 1988.
• Each time period corresponds to one year.
• Wages are measured as full-time-equivalent wages, which

correspond to the average weekly wage*50.
• Estimation assumes that A = 65 and that there are four types.
• Occupational classifications are blue collar, white collar and

military.

- Table 1 shows the choice distributions by age.
- After age 22, participation in blue collar work remains unchanged
but white collar work doubles, reflecting the connection between
leaving school and going to a white collar job.

Table 2 shows the transition between different sectors, which shows
strong persistence. There is also strong state dependence in
occupation-specific employment. Transitions from white collar to
blue collar occupations fall after age 25.

Table 3 provides information on how transitions vary with other
variables in the model, such as experience and schooling levels.

Table 4 tabulates the average real wages by occupation for white
males age 16-26. Wages rise with age. White collar and blue collar
are similar up to age 21 and then white collar wages are higher.
Military wages are the lowest.

Parameter values:

Goodness of fit:

Conclusions
• Augmented human capital investment model does a good job

of fitting the data. Inclusion of skill depreciation during
periods of nonwork, of mobility or job finding costs, of school
reentry costs, and of nonpecuniary components was important.
• Predicted impact of a $2000 college subsidy is that it would

increase high school graduation rates by 3.5 percentage points
and college graduation rates by 8.4 percentage points. But
effect on lifetime utility would be negligible.
• Main beneficiaries of subsidy are those who would have gone

to college even without the subsidy.
• Tuition subsidies of this magnitude do little to compensate for

utility differences arising from endowments. Inequality in skill
endowments (at age 16) explains the bulk of variation in
lifetime utility.

